Abstract-The notion of rough sets introduced by Pawlak has been a successful model to capture impreciseness in data and has numerous applications. Since then it has been extended in several ways. The basic rough set introduced by Pawlak is a single granulation model fro m the granular co mputing point of view. Recently, this has been extended to two types of mu ltigranular rough set models. Pawlak and Novotny introduced the notions of rough set equalities which is called appro ximate equalities. These notions of equalities use the user knowledge to decide the equality of sets and hence generate approximate reasoning. However, it was shown by Tripathy et al, even these notions have limited applicab ility to incorporate user knowledge. So the notion of rough equivalence was introduced by them. The notion of rough equalities in the mu ltigranulation context was introduced and studied. In this article, we introduce the concepts of mu ltigranular rough equivalences and establish their properties. Also, the replacement properties, which are obtained by interchanging the bottom equivalences with the top equivalences, have been established. We provide a real life examp le for both types of multigranulat ion, compare the rough mult igranular equalit ies with the rough mult igranular equivalences and illustrate the interpretation of the rough equivalences through the example.
I. Introduction
Impreciseness has become a common feature in modern day databases. Rough set [4, 5, 6] have been found to be a fruitful model fo r such type of data and also rough set techniques have been effective in the study of such databases in the form of rule generation, anonymisation and reduction of their size. Since then the basic notion of rough set has been extended in several ways [7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 16] .
The basic notion of equality of t wo sets is independent of the user or mo re p recisely the user knowledge about the universe dealt with. In an attempt to incorporate the user knowledge about the structure of the universe in concluding about the equality of two sets the notions of appro ximate equalities were introduced by Novotny and Pawlak ([1, 2, 3] ). This is an important feature as the sets considered may not be equal in the normal sense but they have close features to assume that they are appro ximately equal. That is, basing upon our knowledge and requirement we can assume that the two sets are indistinguishable. Properties of appro ximate equalities established by Novotny and Pawlak [1, 2, 3] were analysed in [13, 14] and it was shown that some of the observations there are not true. In [14] attempts were made to extend these properties to the generalised situation of rough equivalences. It was found that the properties failed to hold in their fu ll generalit ies and mostly parts were found to hold true.
The other parts were established under suitable conditions. The validity of some basic algebraic properties involving union, intersection and complementation of sets were tested for their validity with equality of sets being replaced with rough equivalence in [11, 14] . Two types of Multig ranulations were introduced as extensions of single granulation. In fact optimistic multigranulat ion was introduced in [8] and pessimistic mult igranulation was introduced in [9] . In this paper we confine ourselves to the extension of the approximate equivalences of Tripathy et al [11, 14] to the setting of multig ranulations and establish their direct properties and replacement properties also. This paper consists of seven sections. First section presents the overview and related literatures. In section two, we have discussed on basic definitions and properties of rough sets and multigranular rough set followed by a real life examp le. The third section emphasis on some of the previous results in this direction with their co mparison. Approximate Equalities and its properties are discussed in forth section. Fifth and sixth section discuss about Multigranular Rough equalities and Mu ltigranular
II. Definitions and Properties
Let U be a universe of discourse and R be an equivalence relation over U. By U/R we denote the family of all equivalence class of R, referred to as categories or concepts of R and the equivalence class of an element xU  , is denoted by [x] R . By a knowledge base, we understand a relational system K = (U, R), where U is as above and R is a family of equivalence relations over U. For any subset P (  Let U be a universe of discourse and R be an equivalence relation over U. By U/R we denote the family of all equivalence class of R, referred to as categories or concepts of R and the equivalence class of an element xU  , is denoted by [x] R . By a knowledge base, we understand a relational system K = (U, R), where U is as above and R is a family of equivalence relations over U. For any subset P (   )  R , the intersection of all equivalence relations in P is denoted by IND (P) and is called the indiscernibility relation over P.
Given any X  U and R IND (K), we associate two subsets, The R-boundary of X is denoted by BN R (X) and is given by BN R (X) = RX -RX . The elements of X R are those elements of U, which can certain ly be classified as elements of X, and the elements of X R are those elements of U, which can possibly be classified as elements of X, employing knowledge of R. We say that X is rough with respect to R if and only if X RX R  , equivalently BN R (X)   . X is said to be R-definable if and only if X RX R  , or BN R (X) =  .
Multigranular Rough sets
The concept of granular computing was introduced by Zadeh. According to this concept an equivalence relation on the universe can be regarded as a granulation, and a partition on the universe can be regarded as a granulation space. As mentioned earlier, fro m the granular co mputing point of view, t wo types of Multigranulations have been defined using rough sets.
The optimistic mu ltigranular rough sets were introduced by Qian as follows. We note that in the beginning there was only one type of Mult igranulation and it was not named as optimistic. After the development of a second type of Multigranulation, the first one was called optimistic and the second one was called as pessimistic. We note that we are considering double granulation only. For granulations of higher order, the definit ions and properties are similar. The notations used for the two types of Multigranulations were different in the original papers. But we follow the notations used in a recent paper by Tripathy et al [17] , that is, we use R+S for optimistic Multigranulat ion and RS  for pessimistic Multigranulation, where R and S are two equivalence relations on U.
Definiti on 2.1.1: Let K= (U, R) be a knowledge base, R be a family of equivalence relations, X U  and , RS R . We define the optimistic mu lti-g ranular lower appro ximat ion and optimistic mult i-granular upper approximation of X with respect to R and S in U as
Definiti on 2.1.2: Let K= (U, R) be a knowledge base, R be a family of equivalence relations, X U  and , RS R . We define the pessimistic mu lti-granular lower appro ximation and pessimistic mu lt i-granular upper approximation of X with respect to R and S in U as
A real life Example for Multigranulations
Let us consider the examp le of cattle C in a locality. We define a relat ion R over C set by x R y if and only if x and y are cattle of the same kind. Suppose, for example this equivalence relation decomposes the universe of cattle into disjoint equivalence classes given by C = {Co w, Buffalo, Goat, Sheep, Bu llock}. Next we define another equivalence relat ion S as x S y if and only if x and y are of the same size. We get three equivalence classes as U = {Small, Middle, Large}. These are defined as R SX  = It is the set of cattle whose category is completely in X or all the cattle of its size are contained in X.
R SX  = It is the set of cattle whore category is completely in X and all the cattle of its size are contained in X.
R SX  = It is the set of cattle whose category has nonempty intersection with X or whose size has nonempty intersection with X.
R SX  = It is the set of cattle whose category has nonempty intersection with X and whose size has nonempty intersection with X.
Properties of Multigranulations
We present below some properties of mu ltigranulat ions which shall be used in this paper to establish the results.
Properties of Optimistic Multigranular Rough Sets
The following properties of the optimistic multigranular rough sets were established in [8] .
Properties of Pessimistic Multigranular Rough sets
The follo wing properties of the pessimistic mu ltigranular rough sets which are parallel to the properties in 3.1 were established in [9] .
III. Some Previous Results
In this section, we provide some results on mu ltigranular rough sets, which are to be used in our work. 
Comparison Results

Among
However, it has also been shown in [17, 19] 
Algebraic properties of Multigranulations
In this section we establish some algebraic properties of both types of Multigranulations. It is interesting to find conditions or the cases under which the two types of Multigranulations reduce to single granulation rough sets. In this section we present two results in this direction established in [19] . With the same notations as in Theorem 3.3.1, the following properties [18] are satisfied by '+' and '*': 
Let us denote the pessimistic Multig ranular rough sets and the optimistic rough sets associated with R and S by and R+S respectively. R* S Theorem 3.2.3: For any and two equivalence relations R and S defined over U and any XU  we have
Fro m the above theorem the fo llowing result has been derived in [17] . This res ult provides a comparison among the three types of mult igranulations including the intersection of the two equivalence relat ions which is also an equivalence relation.
Corollary 3.2.1:
For any and two equivalence relations R and S defined over U and any XU  we have
BN R S X BN R S X BN R S X
  (3.2.9) X is rough with respect to RS  X is rough with respect to RS  X is rough with respect to . RS  (3.2.10) X is crisp with respect to RS  X is crisp with respect to RS  X is crisp with respect to . RS Theorem 3.2.4: A result wh ich is not true for single granulation is also not true for mult igranulation of any kind.
Proof: Suppose some result is not true for lower approximation or upper appro ximation with respect to single granulation R say. If the same result is true for mu ltigranulat ion (optimistic or pessimistic) with respect to two granulations R and S then by taking S = UU  or S= {(x, x)/ xU  }, it reduces to lower or upper approximations with respect to R only by Theorem 3.2.1. But by our assumption the result is not true in this case. So, our claim is true. 
IV. Approxi mate Equalities
As described in the introduction, sometimes exact equality (equality in the mathemat ical sense) is too stringent to apply in day to day life. We often talk about equality of sets or domains, wh ich can be considered to be equal for the purpose or under the circu mstances in real life situations. So, approximate equalit ies play a significant role in our reasoning. Also, it is dependent upon the knowledge the assessors have about the domain under consideration as a whole but mostly not the knowledge about individuals.
Rough Equalities
As a step to incorporate user knowledge in considering equality of sets, Novotny and Pawlak [1, 2, 3] introduced the following. Also 11 properties of these rough equalities were established and it was mentioned that these properties do not hold when bottom rough equality and top rough equality are interchanged. The later properties are called replacement properties. Ho wever, it is shown by Tripathy et al [11, 14] that some of these properties hold under the interchange where as some others hold with some additional conditions which are sufficient but not necessary.
As noted by Pawlak ([5] , p.26 ), all these approximate equalities of sets are of relative character, that is things are equal or not equal fro m our point of view depending on what we know about them. So, in a sense the definition of rough equality refers to our knowledge about the universe. 
V. Multigranular Rough Equalities
In this section we shall define multig ranular rough equalities and establish both the direct as well as the replacement properties for these notions. Also, we shall extend the example o f cattle to illustrate the concepts. In fact we shall introduce two types of mu ltigranular rough equalities; namely the optimistic mu ltigranular rough equalities and the pessimistic mu ltig ranular rough equalities. In the next subsection we shall consider the pessimistic one and in the next section we shall take the other concept.
The notions of pessimistic mult igranular rough equalities were introduced and studied in [20] . We present below the definitions. The notions of different optimistic mult igranular rough equalities were introduced and studied in [20] . We present below the definitions. 
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VI. Multigranular Rough Equivalences
In this section we shall define multig ranular rough equivalences and establish both the direct as well as the replacement properties for these notions. Also, we shall use the extended example of cattle in [20] to illustrate the concepts. In fact we shall introduce two types of mu ltigranular rough equivalences; namely the optimistic mult igranular rough equivalences and the pessimistic mu ltigranular rough equivalences. In the next subsection we shall consider the pessimistic one and in the next section we shall take the other concept. The following properties hold for pessimistic Multigranular Rough Equivalences. In order to establish these properties we need the following additional definitions.
Pessimistic Multigranular Rough Equivalences
Definiti on 6.1.2: Let K = (U,
 ) be a knowledge base, 
X, Y  U and R, S IND(K). Then (i) We say that X is bottom (R*S)-included in Y (X RS   Y) if and only if R SX R SY
   (ii) We say that X is top( R*S)-included
(ii) We say X, Y  U are top(R*S) comparable if and only if X is top(R*S)-included in Y or Y is top(R*S)-included in X.
(iii) We say X, Y  U are (R*S) comparable if and only if X and Y are both top and bottom (R*S) comparable.
Example: Let us consider the examp le o f cattle above. Let P1 and P2 be t wo people in the locality having cattle set owned by them as X and Y respectively. There are four different cases in which we can talk about equivalence of P1 and P2. (ii) The converse of (i) is not necessarily true.
(iii) The converse is t rue if in addit ion X and Y are bottom R*S comparable.
(iv) The condition in (iii) is not necessary.
Proof:
Proof of (i) is trivial. Since the converse is not true in the base case, by Theorem 3.2.4 it is not true in this case. Proof of (iii) follows from (3.1.1).
Proof of (i v):
We consider the same example as in [19] and take S = {(x, x)/ xU  }.
If XY is t_R*S_eqv to X and XY is t_R*S_eqv to Y then X is t_R*S_eqv to Y.
(ii) The converse of (i) is not necessarily true.
(iii) The converse is t rue if in addit ion X and Y are top R*S comparable.
(iv) The condition in (iii) is not necessary.
Proof: Proof of (i) is trivial. Since the converse is not true in the base case, by Theorem 3.2.4 it is not true in this case. Proof of (iii) follows from (3.1.2).
Proof of (iv) follows as in (6.1.4) (iv). Y then it may or may not be true that XY is t_R*S_eqv to '' XY .
(ii) Sufficient condition for (i) to be t rue is that X and Y are top R*S co mparab le and X' and Y' are top R*S comparable.
(iii) The condition in (ii) is not necessary.
Proof follows as in the base case. (ii) A sufficient condition for (i) to be true is that X and Y are bottom R*S co mparable and X' and Y' are bottom R*S comparable.
Proof follows as in the base case. Here also we use Theorem 3.2.4. 
Properties
(6.2.1.1) (i) If XY is b_R+S_eqv to X and XY is b_R+S_eqv to Y then X is b_R+S_eqv to Y.
(iii) The converse cannot be true even if X and Y are bottom rough comparable.
(iv) The converse is true in (iii) if RX SY = U and RY SX = U (v) the conditions in (iv) are not necessary.
Proof: (i) proof is trivial.
(ii) It is not true in the base case. So, using Theorem 3.2.6 it is not true in this case. (ii) The converse of (i) is not necessarily true.
(iii) The converse cannot be true even if X and Y are top rough comparable.
(v) The conditions in (iv) are not necessary.
Proof:
It is similar to the proof of (6.2.1.2). Only we note that under the conditions in (iv) equality holds in (2.2.13) by theorem 3.2.5 and hence the conclusion follows. The claim that the conditions in (iv) are not necessary is a consequence of the base case and the proof of theorem 3.2.5. Y are rough co mparable the conclusion may not be true. However, under the conditions of (ii) and Theorem 3.2.5 the proof follows. Y are rough co mparable the conclusion may not be true. However, under the conditions of (ii) and Theorem 3.2.6 the proof follows. (ii) X is b_R+S_eqv to Y is not a sufficient condition for (i) to be true. (ii) The condition in (ii) is not sufficient as we have ( )
R S X Y R S X R S Y R S X R S X R S X
If the conditions in (iii) are further satisfied then equalities hold in place of inclusions in the above proof of (ii) and the conclusion is true.
(iv)The conditions are not necessary by the base case and theorem 3.2.4 and also, the theorem 3.2.5 . (ii) X is t_R+S_eqv to Y is not a sufficient condition for (i) to be true. to U then XY is t_R+S_eqv to U.
Replacement properties for Multigranul ar approxi mate Equivalence
We have stated above about the observations of Novotny and Pawlak (see for instance [5] ) in connection with the holding of the properties for rough equality when the bottom and top equalities are (ii) The converse of (i) is not necessarily true. (ii) The converse of (i) is not necessarily true.
Proof: (i) trivial
Proof: (i) trivial. 
Proof:
This fo llo ws fro m the inclusion, (ii) The converse of (i) is not necessarily true. (ii) The converse of (i) is not necessarily true. 
Proof: (i) trivial
VII. Conclusion
In this paper we introduced the concepts of optimistic mu ltigranular equivalences and pessimistic mu ltigranular equivalences. These concepts extend the approximate equivalences for single granulation and lead to approximate reasoning to the level of mu ltigranulat ions. We have provided an examp le to show how the approximate equivalences use human knowledge fo r reasoning and how these are better than the corresponding approximate equalities considered in [20] . Several properties which are true for the single granulation case have been extended suitably and proved. Also, the replacement properties have been extended to this general setting.
